
English Comprehension:  

Roald Dahl 

Roald Dahl lived in a quiet village called Missenden in England. It was 

here where he wrote all his stories for kids. In spring 2005, the 

Roald Dahl museum was opened in Missenden for the first time. The 

museum tells the story of his life and family. 

When he was in school, Roald and his friends used to test new 

chocolate bars for Cadbury’s Chocolate Factory. He loved chocolate 

so much that he even wrote the book “Charlie and the Chocolate 

Factory”. When he finished writing the book he gave it to his nephew 

to read. His nephew didn’t like it and said it was “rotten and boring” , 

so Roald had to write it all over again. 

Roald Dahl and his dog “Chopper” loved smarties and everyday 

Chopper would eat four smarties after lunch and supper. He hardly 

ever ate dog food. Roald Dahl’s other favourite food was prawns and 

he ate them for lunch every day.  

Roald Dahl believed the most glorious treats were invented between 

the years 1930 and 1937. These were Aero, Crunchies, Maltesers, 

Kit Kat, Mars Bars and Quality Streets. Roald loved chocolate so 

much that he even thought it should be a subject in school.  
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Answer the following questions in your  

Q.1 Where did Roald Dahl live? 

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

Q.2 What year did the museum open? 

___________________________________________________ 

Q.3 What did his nephew think of the book? 

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

Q.4 What was the name of Roald Dahl’s dog? 

___________________________________________________ 

Q.5 What kind of chocolate did Roald and his dog like? 

___________________________________________________ 

Q.6 What unusual thing did Roald Dahl do when he was in school? 

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

Q.7 Was Chopper a normal dog? Give two reasons for your answer. 

(Paragraph 3) 

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 
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Q.8 Name three glorious treats that were invented between 1930 

and 1937. 

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

Q.9 Write about how the picture below relates to the story from 

above. 

            

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

Q.10 What is your favourite bar of chocolate or treat? Describe it 

and say why you like it. 

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 
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Q. 11 Can you unscramble these very tasty treats. I can’t wait for 

Lent to finish. I have a whole wardrobe of chocolate to eat! 

Name of Bar Clue 

tiwx Two of them 

rsma A planet 

pawis Like speaking in a low voice 

roae Sort of like an action ______ 

ionl bar The king of the jungle 

bluc Join the _____ 

runchcie A loud noise 

uttonsb On your shirt maybe 

mreac gge Not a hens, that’s for sure 

nicpic Eating outside on a rug… 

wtril Spin around 

imet tou A Basketball break 

kishtur lighdet A nice surprise from Istanbul 

knacs Something small to eat 

tak kit Sounds like a domestic animal 

martism They think they know it all 

enpgniu I couldn’t eat this bird! 

bledou kerdec Not a bus surely! 
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